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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
FY22 (June 2021 to July 2022)

Mission
The Global Research Institute (GRI) empowers teams of students and faculty to make a
difference in the world. We are a multidisciplinary hub that applies research to real-world
problems, investing in outstanding scholars to catalyze new insights and train the next generation
of global leaders.

Purpose
At the Institute, we recognize that real-world problems don’t respect disciplinary boundaries,
and neither do we. GRI exists to incubate, support, and scale research that makes a difference in
the world.

Our Approach
GRI provides resources and opportunities to help teams solve environmental, social, health,
economic, security, and political challenges. Students, faculty, and professional staff together
develop ideas, convene partners, create and analyze data, use cutting-edge methods, and, when
appropriate, suggest policy solutions. As W&M President Katherine Rowe has said, "For problems
that need data that has yet to be discovered, or require methods that have yet to be created, there
is no better place for the world to come to than the Global Research Institute."

Our strategic approach can be visualized as a six-spoke flywheel, with each effort creating
additional momentum advancing our mission:
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Our FY22 Impact
For most of the metrics that GRI tracked in FY22, we met or surpassed the specific goals set at
the start of the fiscal year. Those 47 metrics can be found in the appendix to this document. In
FY22, we supported:

● 10 research labs and 44 unique faculty/student research teams
● 39 Affiliated Researchers, Scholars, and Fellows
● 53 Professional Research Staff
● 71 Faculty members engaged in GRI programs across campus
● 200+ Student Research Assistants
● 4 student innovation teams working on independent research projects (including three who

published articles and commentary in FY22)
● Active partnerships with 79 organizations (incl. Gates Foundation, Carnegie Corporation of

NY, State Department, Innovations for Poverty Action, Malawi’s Institute for Public Opinion
Research, World Bank, Baltimore American Indian Center, Ford Foundation)

● 50 peer-reviewed publications (incl. 21 co-authored with W&M students)
● 108 briefings with policymakers & 805 media hits (incl. the Economist, Financial Times,

BBC, Foreign Policy, Ms. Magazine, Wash Post, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today)
● 1,501 student engagements (lectures/events/networking/resume workshops)
● 3,042 research citations by other scholars
● More than $5 million in new FY22 funding from external sources and more than $1 million

flowing back to W&M through indirect cost recovery

We provide specific qualitative stories that bring GRI impact to life on page 13.

Finances
In FY22, GRI actively managed a combined total of ~$15 million in research funding across its
various research projects.This funding includes active grants and contracts received in FY22 and
previous fiscal years. Research infrastructure and staff support is necessary to enable such
activity, and GRI received $618,893 from university, $724,670 from corporations/foundations, and
$508,324 from private donations. Funding from corporations/foundations to support core functions
was a new income stream for GRI in FY22. While GRI labs have received support from
foundations in previous years, this is the first time GRI has received flexible funds to support core
operations. Notable awards include: $450,000 from Carnegie Corporation of NY and $274,670
from the Charles Koch Foundation and Paul & Laura Jost.

Our FY23 Priorities
1. Create Collaborative Multidisciplinary Spaces that Better Support Research Teams
2. Increase Impact of the GRI Research Community
3. Fund and Implement the “Accelerate” Research Model to Advance Vision 2026
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Our Approach
Real-world problems don’t respect disciplinary boundaries, and neither do we. William & Mary’s
Global Research Institute builds research teams that create new knowledge and make a
difference in the world. GRI’s work catalyzes millions of dollars every year, supporting top talent,
training hundreds of students, and generating resources that are invested to create new insights
to solve problems.

This track record is atypical for a university-based institute. Many top universities are excellent
in “basic” research but do not always apply their data, findings, and ideas to contemporary
problems. Peers of W&M have taken notice, and elements of the GRI approach have been
adopted at other universities, including Harvard, USC, Notre Dame, UT-Austin, and UPenn.

The seeds for GRI were first planted in 2003 when two William & Mary students asked
provocative questions. One student wondered about the gulf between how his professors taught
and how they studied international relations. Another was working on his honors thesis and
discovered the data he needed didn’t yet exist. These students teamed up with professors and
practitioners to solve these problems, and as they did, realized this collaborative approach to
creating new data and methods needed a home. So they created the Institute, a multidisciplinary
hub to apply their research skills to real-world problems.

GRI currently supports 10 research labs and more than 30 affiliated faculty. Every research
initiative has a team of students working with faculty and staff to develop ideas, collaborate with
partners, create and analyze data, and invent new methods to solve pressing challenges.

This approach helps researchers produce insights that matter beyond W&M and beyond the Ivory
Tower. Critically, GRI is not a centrally run, top-down effort designed to implement the research
agenda of a single leader. This “horizontal” approach — around teams and projects, as opposed
to the “vertical” organization of a typical academic department — encourages collaborations
across research labs at GRI and across the university.

In our approach, there is no single defining action or “light bulb” moment. Rather, GRI creates
space for diverse research teams to advance their own ideas and then supports the incubation of
the most promising of these ideas. We know that one size does not fit all, and we work with our
researchers to help them realize their goals and increase their impact.

This strategic focus has delivered strong results. Data and research findings from GRI projects
can be found in headline news, top peer-reviewed journals, and in the Presidential Daily Brief.
Particularly important has been the growth in collaborative partnerships. These partnerships have
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helped catalyze resources (with over $74 million in external grants since 2008), as well as garner
international media coverage. Researchers at the Institute have published in the leading outlets in
their fields and developed actionable insights with practitioners from more than 75 partner
institutions, including the U.S. Department of State, the World Bank, Gates Foundation, and the
Carnegie Corporation of NY.

As GRI grows, we remain committed to our founding proposition that good ideas can come from
anyone. GRI deliberately invests in scholars and students who take both work and community
seriously. When we’re not analyzing data on W&M’s supercomputer, running field experiments
with local partners, or implementing a large-scale, global survey, you’ll find us enjoying BBQ and
exchanging ideas on the front porch of our research home. A creative culture of innovation, fun,
and willingness to think differently has been essential to our success. By helping to support,
incubate, and scale the ideas of diverse research teams working on real-world problems, we bring
W&M to the world and the world to W&M.

Director’s Note

Dear Friends,

This is our second annual stakeholder report. W&M’s Global Research Institute is a distinctive
organization within academia with a proven model capable of delivering immediate results to
support the strategic goals outlined in W&M’s Vision 2026.

The GRI model is distinctive among universities for three key reasons:

1. The promotion of interaction between both internal and external partners. GRI reaches
across silos within the university and bridges the academic-practitioner divide beyond it;

2. The integration of students into all of its projects (which is now being emulated by research
centers at UPenn, Notre Dame, UT-Austin, USC, and Harvard) and;

3. The execution of a “seed to scale” model. Academic research in the 21st century requires
robust external funding, beyond what it can derive from internal university sources.

In the past year, we have made significant progress in elevating W&M as a partner for those who
want to use systematic evidence to address pressing problems. In the process, we achieved key
markers of success in each of our three priority areas that were identified in last year’s
Stakeholder Report.
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Progress on FY22 Goals

1. Plan and execute events that drive research: In partnership with President Katherine
Rowe, and with GRI’s AidData providing intellectual leadership, we hosted William &
Mary’s Inaugural China Convening — “Separating Fact from Fiction: China's Growing
Global Influence and its Implications.” This convening brought over 120 participants from
universities, U.S. government agencies, partner country governments, international
organizations, and media organizations to Williamsburg to share research findings and
tackle questions related to China’s influence operations, its development finance
programs, and the prospects for international cooperation with China in the 21st Century.
We have also laid the groundwork for the first two “Gates Forums” (in collaboration with
W&M’s Chancellor and former Secretary of Defense Robert Gates), with the first forum to
focus on strategic communications as a tool of U.S. foreign policy in December 2022. The
second forum will focus on new forms of development finance as tools to advance U.S.
national security. GRI has also been awarded funding by the Charles Koch Foundation
and the Jost family to host two separate meetings here in Williamsburg that bring together
scholars and practitioners of U.S. national security policy during the 2022-23 academic
year. These events, in addition to dozens of others hosted by GRI, have helped raise the
profile of W&M and make the Institute a destination for meetings where people explore
evidence-based solutions to real-world problems. In addition to these high profile events,
we also host dozens of smaller events where students interact directly with visiting
scholars and policymakers. While these smaller events don’t generate headlines, they do
generate new ideas and research opportunities for William & Mary students and faculty.

2. Catalyze and scale research teams: One of the primary constraints to conducting high
quality research is personnel. W&M’s Provost, Peggy Agouris, invested in GRI’s
Post-Doctoral Program for Academic Diversity, which helped us increase the number and
diversity of our researchers capable of mentoring students and increasing our labs’
competitiveness for external grants and contracts. The success of that pilot investment
generated additional external funding to scale the program. This included foundation
support from the Carnegie Corporation of New York, as well as multiple individual donors,
including a $1.5 million gift from Tom McInierney, a member of W&M’s Reves International
Advisory Board. These Post-Docs are embedded in existing research labs, mentoring
students and increasing the number of research outputs and grant proposals. We also
supported labs, such as DIGLab and Ignite, that are focused on growing their research
impact and securing sustainable funding. This work was enhanced immensely through a
partnership with W&M’s Entrepreneurship Hub.

3. Space for the future. Our COVID years highlighted the costs of remote work, especially if
that work relies on collaborations between researchers who don’t already know each
other. This past year, we worked with the university to find a space that would help us
support the growth of GRI as well as collaborate with other campus partners. This fall the
university plans to move a portion of our team into a three-year temporary space at W&M’s
Campus Center, co-locating with W&M’s Institute for Integrative Conservation and Whole
of Government Center of Excellence. We will use this time together to pilot new ideas and
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develop processes for bringing people together in both formal and informal settings to
create intellectual “collisions” that are the lifeblood of creative multidisciplinary work. While
the old Campus Center is a temporary solution to a pressing space problem, we are
working with our colleagues in W&M’s Advancement Office and the Provost’s Office to
identify and fund a world-class research facility that will enhance the work of GRI.

Building on this progress, we have set the following three priorities for the next year.

Proposed FY23 Goals

1. Create Collaborative Multidisciplinary Space. We are committed to identifying
permanent space that can house our full research team and our closest campus partners.
Along with other university-wide centers, we have been tasked by the Provost and
President with breaking down barriers to collaboration on “research of consequence.” This
year, we will explore different aspects of co-locating multidisciplinary research teams by
making use of the second floor of the old Campus Center as the temporary home.
Knowing that this space will be demolished in three years, we will work with our campus
partners and W&M Advancement to identify a long-term solution to our space problem. It
seems unlikely we can create and sustain world class research if our physical space is not
fit for purpose. For this reason, we will focus intently on this issue in the upcoming year.

2. Increase Impact of GRI Research Community. As we explain in this report, GRI defines
and measures impact in multiple ways. First, we need to increase the impact of our basic
research. Because the best applied research is grounded in high-quality basic research,
we remain committed to attracting and retaining talented researchers who can make major
advances in disciplinary knowledge that is published in leading peer-reviewed journals and
books. We provide direct support toward this objective by funding book workshops and
start-up (seed funding) grants, and indirect support by providing a productive research
ecosystem. Second, we will continue to develop high quality partnerships outside William
& Mary with actors who have the authority and resources to apply the insights of GRI
research. These partners include funders, government agencies, corporations, and
international organizations. Third, we will increase the coverage and dissemination of GRI
research through continued investments in our internal communications team and by
partnering with an external media relations team. We have seen direct uptake of our
research as a result of media coverage and have observed indirect positive impact on our
partnership efforts. Finally, we define impact in terms of the effects we have on our
students — we will enhance the skills, networks, and opportunities of our students so that
the investments we make now will shape outcomes in the world for decades to come. In
this respect, I am particularly excited about our new Global Scholars Program that we are
piloting with William & Mary’s DC Center.
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3. Identify Resources and Implement “Accelerate” Research Model

In November of 2021, GRI was asked by university leadership to write a business plan that
would explore the possibility of substantial growth.  Well, they don’t teach you how to write
a business plan in Professor School, but the GRI team received substantial expert
assistance from folks inside and outside W&M (special thanks to COO Amy Sebring and
my freshman hallmate, Tim Carroll). This allowed us to forecast both financial returns and
strategic returns to W&M in the event GRI received a substantial investment in our core
infrastructure. We forecast that an $8 million investment over 5 years would return $38
million in additional funding to support applied research and that it would return
accelerating and measurable increases in: publications, press coverage, number and
quality of faculty researchers, student research opportunities, internships, and external
partnerships with corporations, NGOs, and government agencies. The process we
undertook has convinced me that GRI needs to identify and secure these unrestricted
resources, either from internal sources or through external fundraising that is not tied to a
specific lab or project deliverable. I’m convinced that such an investment in GRI’s core
infrastructure will catalyze outsized growth in both financial and strategic returns to William
& Mary and will focus on identifying these resources during FY 23.

As always, thanks to you, our stakeholders and partners. Our ability to support student-faculty
research at a world-class level depends upon your support. As educators we have provided
high-touch experiential learning opportunities to thousands of students, who have graduated to
deliver profound impact across government, industry, and the non-profit sectors. Teaching through
research is a calling card for GRI as we pioneer a research-infused model of the liberal arts.
Teaching students is not a by-product of our work – it is an essential component of the GRI
mission.Together we can make William & Mary a leader in applied research that makes a
difference in the world.

Sincerely,

Mike Tierney
Director Global Research Institute
William & Mary
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FY22 Focus: A Look Back on Most Recent Year

GRI’s approach has created knowledge to address real-world problems, while also training the
next generation of globally-minded scholars and leaders. To advance these goals, including
W&M’s Vision 2026, in FY22 we prioritized efforts on three issues:

1. Plan and execute events that drive research: Launch a series of international convenings
to leverage applied research for policy decisions.

● GRI co-hosted W&M’s inaugural China Convening in June 2022. This conference brought
120 experts from around the globe to W&M, including the current President of the National
Democratic Institute, the former Prime Minister of Australia, the former Chief Secretary to
the UK Treasury and the current Executive Strategy Advisor of the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation (full agenda here).

● GRI worked with our partners at the Gates Global Policy Center to plan the first Robert M.
Gates Forum that will focus on strategic communications as a tool of foreign policy in
December 2022. A second (on development finance) will follow in Spring 2023. GRI is
providing the research to support these high-level forum deliberations.

● GRI secured funding from the Charles Koch Foundation to increase the diversity of its
research and teaching in the areas of U.S. foreign policy and national security. GRI will
host a small seminar of foreign policy scholars and practitioners in Fall of 2022 and a
larger conference in Spring 2023.

● These convenings provide direct opportunities for student and faculty researchers, and
they support both the Democracy pillar and the Data pillar of W&M’s Vision 2026.

2. Catalyze and scale research teams: Advance one or more research labs from “start-up”
toward maturity in which external funding is more sustainable and research outputs more
robust.

● GRI applied for and won an award from the Public Interest Technology University Network
(PIT-UN) to advance issues of Democracy and Digital Inclusion. As part of that award, two
staff members have been hired to support Ignite and the Digital Inclusion and Governance
Lab, research labs directed by Carrie Dolan and by Phil Roessler and Fiona Shen-Bayh.
Those labs have also added Post-Doctoral researchers through support from the Provost’s
office and the Carnegie Corporation of NY. These two labs have submitted over a dozen
new grant proposals in the last fiscal year to continue scaling their research. GRI has
provided resources to these two labs and strongly incentivized them to apply for grants, as
well as connecting them with W&M’s Entrepreneurship Hub, which provides training to
researchers interested in expanding their reach in the world.

● GRI hired a nuclear historian and expert, Ryan Musto from Stanford University, to help
lead emerging research initiatives and forums. Ryan has partnered with Jeff Kaplow’s
NukeLab start-up on scaling research activities this past summer. With a grant from the
Charles Center, Jeff and Ryan created the Emerging Technology Fellows initiative, which
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hired three students who spent the summer researching and writing on security issues
around quantum computing.

● Two other awards won in the last year now support a five-member Post-Doctoral cohort,
as of Fall 2022. Each postdoc will help an existing research lab grow through identification
of external support.  Many of the research projects supported by these postdocs work on
topics related to one or more of the Vision 2026 cornerstone initiatives. These
Post-Doctoral Fellows will participate in a bi-weekly skills development workshop series
developed and hosted by GRI.

● GRI contracted with an external communications firm, the RW Jones Agency, to increase
placement of W&M research in elite media to help drive additional research. To date, the
firm’s media placements have included Newsweek, Associated Press, Economist, USA
Today, The Hill, and Ms. Magazine. These articles were either written by or included
quotes from W&M faculty or students.

● Research by GRI labs has also been highlighted as a result of pre-existing, cultivated
relationships, including coverage in The Guardian, The Washington Post, Wall Street
Journal, and a cover profile in The Economist in early June on AidData’s China research.
These national and global highlights are frequently framed around W&M’s Vision 2026
priorities.

● GRI leadership and staff have explored new partnership opportunities with dozens of
corporations and private foundations including, but not limited to the Ford Foundation, Mott
Foundation, EY, T-Mobile, and S&P Global.

● GRI has partnered with an external corporation, First Ignite, to use AI and Machine
Learning methods to match GRI researchers with corporate partners willing to fund applied
research. This pilot program is in process with three GRI researchers covering diverse
topics.

● Managing and supporting research talent is a key roadblock at W&M right now. We are
collaborating with HR to address this constraint, helping to fund an HR consultant to invest
in career recruitment and retention.

● GRI has successfully launched the W&M Global Scholars Program, in partnership with the
W&M Washington Center and the Reves Center. This year-long cohort-based program will
engage more than 15 students with multiple internship and research experiences,
embedded into coursework in Williamsburg, Washington DC, and Brussels/Paris. More
info can be found here. As part of this experience, each student will have two professional
mentors who will help them navigate their internship and career journeys. This initiative is
particularly tied to the W&M Vision 2026 Careers focus, but will include substantive
instruction and research around each of the Vision 2026 priority areas. GRI Director, Mike
Tiereny, is serving on the Careers Working Group to ensure that GRI efforts are consistent
with W&M’s approach and to explore opportunities for increasing funded internships and
providing applied learning experiences for students.
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3. Space for the future: Create a space that incentives recruitment and retention of researchers
and encourages collaboration.

● GRI coordinated with the Institute for Integrative Conservation and the Whole of
Government Center to move key research staff together to create an innovation hub
(project location in the old Campus Center) to better address pressing problems that cut
across campus. We will use this space to test some assumptions in the Applied Research
and Innovation Initiative (ARII), a multidisciplinary research pilot organized around W&M’s
Vision 2026 focus areas. This space will go live in Fall of 2022, and it already has led to
joint research concepts with internal partners and external partners/funders.

FY22 Impact Highlights
There is a clear gap between the desires of policymakers for new knowledge and the provision of
such knowledge by scholars. In a survey of U.S. national security, trade, and development
officials, 84% believed that scholars should contribute to the policymaking process as creators of
new information, and 87% believed scholars should contribute to the policymaking process as
informal advisors.1 However, just 35% of scholars responded that their work was primarily or
mostly designed with a specific policy solution in mind.2

Further, when policymakers are asked whether social science research “directly applies to specific
components of my work,” only 24% agreed. The necessity for sustained dialogue and data driven
solutions among academics, policymakers, the media, and the general public is critical to our
work, and bridging this divide through applied research is a primary mission of GRI.

Since 2003, our approach has remained the same — create knowledge to address real-world
problems and catalyze these new insights while training the next generation of global scholars
and leaders. We are committed to maximizing the return on funding support and staff time to
achieve these goals. We take stewardship seriously, and we seek to measure our work through a
framework informed by the Stanford Social Innovation Review, to include:

● Are we executing and adapting our plan?
● If so, are we implementing programs with quality?
● Are we having an impact?
● Are we building a sustainable organization?

To ensure we are addressing these questions, we track our progress via research in the world as
well as specific metrics derived from our strategic approach and flywheel. In FY22 we measured
46 indicators.

2 TRIP 2017 U.S. Faculty Survey Report
https://trip.wm.edu/data/our-surveys/faculty-survey/TRIP_2017_U_S__Faculty_Survey__Topline_Results_Final.pdf

1 Does Social Science Inform Foreign Policy? Evidence from a Survey of US National Security, Trade, and
Development Officials. International Studies Quarterly (2021)
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We also try to understand not just our inputs, but our outcomes when it comes to impacting the
world. Below are four categories that highlight GRI impact in FY22.

1. Increasing Partners’ Knowledge and Enabling Organizational Change

AidData’s Listening to Leaders survey led to exciting initiatives in three leading
organizations:

1. The International Fund for Agricultural Development, which worked with AidData to
institutionalize a revamped client survey to collect partner feedback,

2. The Overseas Development Institute, which turned to AidData for guidance on the
design, execution, and analysis of an in-depth survey of country perspectives on
multilateral development banks, and

3. The Global Partnership for Effective Development Cooperation, which engaged
AidData to advise on their creation of a survey as part of their monitoring
framework to evaluate partner country integration of the Leave No One Behind
agenda within their data and statistical systems.

Additionally, in February 2022, UNDP Administrator Achim Steiner reported to his
Executive Board that the agency was “taking the necessary steps in response to various
audits and assessments.” He singled out AidData’s Listening to Leaders 2021 report for
providing evidence that, across all of UNDP’s so-called “Signature Solutions,” the one that
benefits from the highest level of external demand is the organization’s nature, climate and
energy work.

In April 2022, Dr. Sharan Grewal published "Norm Diffusion through US Military Training in
Tunisia" in the journal Security Studies. It argues that US training of foreign militaries might
not just be diffusing values like democracy and civilian control, but also the US military's
rising partisanship and political influence. The Project on Middle East Democracy, a think
tank in DC, asked Dr. Grewal to do a video conversation about the paper, with its research
director describing it as "one of the most thought-provoking pieces of research I have read
in a long time." The article in turn received a great deal of publicity. A number of US
military officers asked for copies of the article and reported that Dr. Grewal’s research
initiated an internal discussion on how to improve foreign military training.

The World Pediatric Project, when asked about its work with the Ignite research lab, stated
“This partnership gives us access to world-class, rigorous academic evaluation of our
program model and activities, with the goal of translating the outputs of our work into true
outcome measures that illustrate impact on a different and deeper level for our audiences
cost effectiveness, DALYs, economic benefit, etc. We have a deep commitment to data
collection, but we do not have the capacity or technical knowledge on our staff team to run
the level of deep analysis and study available through the research lab. We greatly value
the potential this partnership offers us now and in the future to collaborate on complex and
interesting evaluation projects to move our organization forward.” Ignite’s work has helped
the organization to scale and reach more patients.
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2. Informing the Public & Decision-Makers

In September 2021, AidData published a 166-page policy report titled Banking on the Belt
and Road that was recognized by experts in the field as a “landmark” contribution. It
generated extensive international media coverage, including nearly 500 TV, radio, print,
and online stories and feature stories in The Wall Street Journal, The Economist, The
Financial Times, The Guardian, BBC, and Le Monde. One month later, on October 25,
2021, the U.S. House of Representatives passed the Sovereign Debt Contract Capacity
Act (H.R. 4111). In making their case for the bill, the Republican and Democratic
co-sponsors of the legislation spoke at length about AidData’s work and singled out
Banking on the Belt and Road.

Research by Dr. Fiona Shen-Bayh of the DIGLab on ethnic bias in the Kenyan judiciary
has increased awareness on the magnitude of coethnic bias in judicial decision-making
among members of the Kenyan Law Society, a non-governmental organization in Kenya.

Dr. Phil Roessler of the DIGLab briefed the Bank of Tanzania's Payments Team on
payments as two-sided markets and the coordination problem preventing the transition
from cash to digital payments. This also included an overview of the research study
DIGLab designed to overcome this problem and scale digital payments.

More than 70,000 readers engaged with Dr. Jessica Trisko Darden's analysis of US foreign
assistance to Ukraine through her articles in The Conversation.

Dr. Kelly Zvobgo provided expert legal and political analysis regarding prospects for
international justice for Russia’s war with Ukraine to mainstream and policy audiences, via
ABC News, CNN, CTV, Foreign Policy, NPR, PRX, Vox, and The Washington Post, among
others.

Drawing upon their research of China’s development finance and its foreign economic
policies published in multiple outlets, AidData’s Dr. Brad Parks and Dr. Ammar Malik
provided multiple briefings to U.S. government agencies, international organizations, and
U.S. allied governments over the past year. Demand for these insights increased after the
publication of How China Lends and Banking on the Belt and Road. Requests for briefings
also increased following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

Dr. Luis Baldomero-Quintana engaged with CAF Development Bank, a major financing
institution that works on infrastructure policy in Latin America. He presented the paper
"How Infrastructure Shapes Comparative Advantage"  to policy makers in a "Workshop for
Infrastructure" in September, 2021. His paper is part of the digital library of the
development bank. He also promoted research regarding the persistent impacts of colonial
segregation policies on modern Mexican cities. He shared the research results on social
media (Twitter), and the tweets had 7,500 impressions, with the paper having more than
400 downloads on either WM library or SSRN websites.
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3. Uptake of Research & Methods

AidData is continuing to have a field-level impact by increasing demand for geospatial
analysis of development programs in under-evaluated sectors, countries, and
programmatic contexts. There is clear evidence of uptake across an expanding set of
countries (including Lesotho, Mali, Ghana, Zambia, Niger, Afghanistan, and Bangladesh)
and an expanding set of sectors and programmatic contexts (including mine clearance,
food security, irrigation and water provision, local governance, and school-related
gender-based violence). Organizational uptake has also increased — including FCDO in
the UK, KfW and GIZ in Germany, CDC, MCC, and USAID in the US, and various
multilateral institutions including FAO, the Asian Development Bank, and the
Inter-American Development Bank.

In the last year AidData’s GeoQuery platform fulfilled 4,860 requests for customized
datasets from 1,430 users at over 450 organizations. The World Bank, FAO, USAID, the
Asian Development Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, OECD, and Poverty
Action Lab are among the various organizations that have used GeoQuery over the last
year to undertake geospatial analysis of development policies and programs.

AidData generated new data on civic space, media resilience, and energy independence
for 17 countries to feed into the forward-looking programming decisions and retrospective
monitoring efforts of USAID’s Europe & Eurasia (E&E) Bureau and the State Department’s
Office of the Coordinator of U.S. Assistance to Europe and Eurasia (EUR/ACE), thereby
supporting the implementation of a Congressionally-mandated Countering Malign
Kremlin's Influence (CMKI) strategy.

4. Student Experience

Students can get involved with GRI in many different ways throughout their academic
careers. In FY22, we tracked more than 1,500 student engagements (e.g., event
attendance) and more than 200 students working as research assistants with one of our
research labs or affiliated scholars, advancing efforts under the Careers pillar of Vision
2026. Students were also able to gain skills and pursue their passions through our student
innovation funding window. And finally, we were thrilled to send students into the field as
Summer Fellows for the first time since summer 2019. Professor Sharan Grewal mentored
two of these students, reporting “Ian and Dean were in Tunisia and we hit the ground
running. In the first two weeks we interviewed all the major opposition leaders and several
civil society actors. We wrote two pieces together, one for Brookings outlining what's new
in Tunisia's constitution, and one for the Washington Post that looked at the opposition's
strategies towards the referendum. We also got to brief the US Embassy on our findings.”
These types of applied learning experiences are at the core of GRI’s approach to
supporting W&M’s Vision 2026.
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Importantly, as we implemented these programs, 100% of students reported growth on
one or more of the National Association of Colleges and Employers competencies, and the
average student experience was highly favorable. One area in which we continued to
make a collective push was to ensure our teams demonstrate a diversity of experience,
and our team has made a concentrated outreach strategy to ensure we are reaching
students across campus. In terms of majors, 37% of students are from disciplines outside
government, economics, international relations, and public policy (exceeding our start of
year target of 33%). In terms of racial and ethnic diversity, 43% of students are non-white
(as a point of comparison, W&M’s Class of 2025 is 37% non-white).

GRI Metrics

In FY22 we hit or exceeded 43 out of 47 goals (see Appendix for further details). That’s wonderful!
It’s a sign of a focused and talented team. But it may not be the most interesting thing the data
tells us if we want to learn and improve. External feedback from readers of last year’s report
pushed us to consider a more interesting story from the FY22 data — the change of growth from
FY21 to FY22. We have reflected that growth rate in the below tables.

We know that unrestricted growth is not a universal good, and as such, we would not expect to
see growth across all indicators year after year. But the interplay of investments and growth from
one year to the next does reveal insights.

Because we have limited resources and, at this time, cannot make our ideal investment target in
each spoke of the flywheel, we do need to focus on investment trends and what to maximize
based on our strategic direction — and % growth can help us know if we are getting our
investment strategy right.

For example, in FY22, the data shows that we made fewer investments to increase the number of
new faculty and early stage resources than we did in FY21. This matched our goal for the year, as
in FY22, one of our goals was scaling research, so we pivoted our resources from research
recruitment to “surge” investments in a smaller number of initiatives. Thus, in FY22, you will see
growth in external partnerships (from 33 -> 72) based on our focus on this subsequent stage of
research effort. In a similar trend, you will note the increase in grants submitted in FY22 (because
we invested in bringing on more faculty and early stage research in FY21) as well as dollars
catalyzed. We believe this is one indicator, among several, is showing early signs that our 2020
approach document is bearing significant success in its first 18 months of implementation.

Ideally, we would be able to manage a broad portfolio of consistent investments across years.
With the benefit of time we can see patterns that flow from this investment regime, which is a
useful test point for the assumptions modeled in our approach.

We would welcome your own impressions and trend analysis as you review the numbers below.
After you review, I would love to talk about your questions and observations, as well as any
suggestions on possible investment strategies and focus areas for the future.
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Table 1: Metrics Change from FY21 to FY22

1. Invest in Culture & People to Explore Problems FY21 Actual: FY22 Actual:
Percent
Change

Sponsor and execute research in progress workshops 9 6 -33%

Create and convene Director's Advisory Group 3 2 -33%

Student engagements at GRI 1060 1501 42%

Faculty engagement at GRI 75 71 -5%

NPS for student experience 48 64 33%

Percentage of students reporting growth on one or more
career competencies 100 100 0%

2. Create & Support Diverse Research Teams

Partner with new faculty through internal recruitment 15 7 -53%

Number of funded student innovation proposals 4 1 -75%

Number of research labs, projects, initiatives receiving early
stage funding 13 8 -38%

Percentage of PIs report satisfaction with research
administration 100 100 0%

Percentage of PIs report satisfaction with programs &
outreach support 100 100 0%

Number of faculty/student research teams supported 39 44 13%

Number of initiatives involving two or more GRI research
labs supported 7 21 200%
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Number of partner and student organizations reached out
to, to promote positions at GRI 41 46 12%

Percentage of students from disciplines outside
government, economics, international relations, and public
policy 42.5 37 -13%

Percentage of non-white students 43 43 0%

3. Collaborate with Internal & External Partners

Partner connections made for research labs and affiliates 30 52 73%

Number of formal external partnerships (community
partners, funders, data-sharing agreements, etc.) 33 79 139%

Meet or exceed W&M SWAM targets, working with
Procurement to identify vendors who can meet our needs. N/A

Percentage of PIs who report satisfaction with university
research administration 61 N/A

4. Produce Applied Research

Number of Summer Fellows placed to conduct applied
research 10 14 40%

Number of working papers, conference papers,
peer-reviewed articles, etc. published by labs and affiliates 63 76 21%

Number of peer-reviewed papers published by labs and
affiliates 18 50 178%

Number of working papers, conference papers,
peer-reviewed articles, etc. that are co-authored with
students 20 21 5%

Number of data sets published and publicly available 5 17 240%

Number of data collection operations (e.g., surveys,
in-depth interviews, web scraping…) 23 37 61%

5. Share Insights with Those who Make & Shape Policy

Growth in number of people who receive our newsletter 999 725 -27%

Growth in number of Twitter followers 307 472 54%

Growth in number of Facebook followers 65 29 -55%

Growth in number of LinkedIn followers 1,086 605 -44%

Growth in number of Instagram followers 130 182 40%

Number of articles on W&M News, Advancement News, or
in the Alumni Magazine 17 13 -24%
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Number of citations to research outputs 1988 3042 53%

Number of media hits (to include features and data
citations) 447 805 80%

Number of bylined media articles 28 N/A

6. Attract Resources

Number of submitted grant and contract proposals 34 52 53%

Number of unique researchers who submit grant/contract
proposals through GRI 8 13 63%

Dollar value of awards won $4,224,016 $5,224,633 24%

IDC generated to W&M $1,167,428 $1,179,968 1%

IDC generated that returns to GRI $245,160 $228,395 -7%

Number of unique donors 349 472 35%

Amount of private gifts $443,931 $471,000 6%

Percentage of donors retained 46 64 39%

Number of active funding partnerships with external
agencies, bureaus, foundations, etc. 19 21 11%

Building a Sustainable Organization
External partners have invested more than $74 million in GRI since its founding in 2008, and in
FY22 GRI is actively managing just under $15 million in research funding ($11 million in external
grants and contracts and $3 million in internal funds or investments from private donors). The
majority of these external funds have been generated by the work of AidData, the largest and
most mature research lab at GRI.

Research Labs

GRI currently hosts 10 research labs as well as housing research initiatives by research affiliates.
There is not a single universal end state for research labs at GRI. Some are currently “right-sized”
at a small scale, particularly those focused on pedagogy or intensive research mentoring
experiences. However, in order to increase the number of upstream research investments (and
maintain certain types of support to the labs), GRI is working to scale some of its labs that have
potential to generate substantially more grant overhead, funded research opportunities for
faculty/students, and intellectual capital that would benefit all the labs at GRI and the broader
research enterprise at W&M.3

3 By “large” research lab, we mean a lab that generates at least $1,000,000 in active research awards. By
medium, we define those that create $250,000 or more in active research awards. In FY22, the current top
3 labs in terms of external revenue: 1) AidData:  $10,317,680; 2): TRIP: $536,657; 3: NukeLab: $176,066.
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Income

GRI receives operational funding to support these research efforts via three primary funding
streams.

1) Grants & Contracts: Research teams generated $5.2 million in new external research
funding in FY22 (see appendix A for research partners). Of these new funds, GRI research
grants contributed more than $1 million back to W&M via Indirect Cost Recovery (IDC). Of
that $1 million in IDC brought in by research labs, W&M returns ~20% back to GRI.

2) Private funds: External supporters (mostly W&M alums) contributed over $500k to GRI in
FY22. GRI had a 64% donor retention rate, compared to the national average non-profit
retention rate of 25%.4

3) W&M Direct Support: In FY22, the university contributed $618,893 in direct support for
GRI’s annual operating expenses and research infrastructure.

Operating Expenses
Operating expenses support the infrastructure needed to facilitate applied research at scale.5 GRI
works diligently to minimize transaction costs paid by researchers (e.g. operations, human
resources, facilities, communications) so that the research teams can focus on what they do best.

5 Support for GRI research infrastructure is necessary to maintain current operations. These funds cover operating
costs to include building lease payments, staff salaries, research and programming expenses, and general facilities
maintenance.

4 Blackbaud Charitable Giving Report, 2018.
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All the personnel, policies, and processes that help researchers to do excellent work is “research
infrastructure,” and world class research is not cheap. Investments in core GRI staff and programs
are necessary to support these research activities.

Annual operating expenses represent approximately 18% of GRI’s total annual budget in FY22.
The total amount for these operating expenses was $1.4 million. Of the operating expenses,
34.9% came from university direct support, 25.9% in cost recovery from research projects, and
28.7% from annual charitable gifts. 10.5% of expenses was covered from GRI’s reserve fund.

By fiscal year end of FY22, GRI’s net operations produced projected future research investments
of $438,697. These future financial commitments, along with project ongoing research
infrastructure expenses, provide a stable runway through at least FY26.

Funding Goals

In the next fiscal year (FY23) GRI will create two strategic investment funds:
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1. An emergency “rainy day fund” that could support staff salaries and benefits for a period of
6 months.

2. A research investment fund to catalyze additional research initiatives that support
promising seed or pilot investments.

These two funds will help us better plan for fixed v. variable costs, as well as to ensure adequate
planning for unexpected emergencies.

Learn More/Get Involved

Want to learn more or get involved? Please contact Mike Tierney, Institute Director, at
mjtier@wm.edu to arrange a meeting or visit.

Join us in our important mission. Together, let’s advance world-class, applied research that makes
a difference in the world.

Subscribe to GRI’s Newsletter here.
Follow GRI on Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, and Facebook.
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APPENDIX

The Appendix below provides details on many features of our work that will be of interest to
stakeholders. We list all research funding partners, briefly describe all 10 labs supported by
GRI, and introduce our data on performance metrics that we tracked in FY22. These paint a
quantitative picture of the work done at the GRI level and at the individual lab level. As this is
the first year we have tracked and evaluated our work, we welcome feedback on these efforts
so that we can improve going forward.

A. Organization

B. FY22 Funding Partners
● Agence Française de Développement
● Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
● Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
● Carnegie Corporation of New York
● Charles Koch Foundation
● Cloudera Foundation
● Department of Defense
● Department of International Development, U.K.
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● DEval, German Institute for Development Evaluation
● Ford Foundation
● Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
● Good Ventures Fund
● Institute for the Advancement of Food & Nutrition Sciences
● Innovations for Poverty Action
● United Nations Foundation
● U.S. Agency for International Development
● U.S. Department of State
● Smith Richardson Foundation
● Stanton Foundation
● The Public Interest Technology University - New America
● The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
● University of Denver

C. GRI Alignment with W&M’s Vision 2026

GRI’s model is well-positioned to drive W&M forward in initiatives such as W&M’s Vision 2026.
For the past 15 years GRI has showcased the power of curiosity paired with strong external
partners and efficient execution, and GRI has the leadership strength, intellectual talent within
its 10 labs, an affiliate program for broadening across more schools and disciplines, and the
years of experience in operational implementation to execute research proposals in W&M
priority areas. The below table identifies FY22 research initiatives, as mapped to stage of
development and alignment with W&M’s Vision 2026.
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FY22 GRI Portfolio of Externally Funded Research Initiatives
(Coded by stage of research, GRI research lab, & by alignment to W&M’s Vision 2026)

Green: Data | Yellow: Democracy | Blue: Water
W&M’s 4th priority, careers and internships, is baked into each GRI initiative

1. Profit Centers
(Mature & Stable
External Revenue)

2. Profit Centers
(Maturing Projects
with High Growth and
External Funding)

3. Start-up Initiatives with Scaling Promise. Those with a
star* have attracted external funding from grants or
private philanthropic gifts.

Snap Polls (TRIP) Geospatial Impact
Evaluations (AidData)

Text as Data:Justice and Democratization (DIGLab)

Chinese
Development
Finance (AidData)

Sino-Russian
Information
Operations (AidData)

Computational Tools for Food Sovereignty on
Indigenous Land (Blockchain Lab & IIC)*

Data for Proliferation
(NukeLab)

Sustainable Food
Production (Conrad)

Spatial Epidemiology and Policy Interventions (IGNITE)*

GeoQuery: Public
Good for Data
Science (AidData)

Smart Phones &
Gender Equality
(DIGLab

Mapping Inequality: Digitizing Investments & Conflict
(CAR)*

Listening to Leaders
Survey (AidData)

Optimizing & Securing Supply Chains (Blockchain Lab)

Entrepreneurship in Public-Interest Technology (IGNITE,
DIGLab, and Entrepreneurship Hub)*

Socio-Political Effects of Digital/Mobile Tech (DIGLab)*

Civ-Mil Relations and Democratic Stability (SG)

Transitional Justice at Home and Abroad (IJL)

The Psychology of Diplomacy (PPIR and GRI PD)

History and the Future of Arms Control (NukeLab & AH)

Gender & Equity in Development (AidData)

Algorithms, Bias and Democracy (DisinfoLab)

Veterans Support for Democracy: US and FSU (DM)

The Origin and Decline of Democracy (SH)

Remote Sensing for Climate/Agriculture (AidData)*

Nepal VIMS/IIC Colab: Water, Data, & Governance (GRI)
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D. Key Results vs. FY22 Actuals: Progress On Goals

Table 2: Measuring Outputs Against Goals

1. Invest in Culture & People to Explore Problems Key Result:
Actual to
date: Progress:

Sponsor and execute 9 research in progress workshops 9 6 67%

Convene Director's Advisory Group 3 times 3 2 67%

Reach 1000 student engagements at GRI 1000 1501 150%

Engage 50 W&M faculty at GRI 50 71 142%

Reach 50 average NPS for student experience 50 64 128%

Reach 90% of students reporting growth on one or more NACE
competencies 90 100 111%

2. Create & Support Diverse Research Teams 0%

Partner with 6 new faculty through internal recruitment 6 7 117%

Fund 3 student innovation proposals 3 1 33%

Provide early stage funding to 6 research labs, projects, initiatives 6 8 133%

90% of PIs report satisfaction with GRI research administration 90 100 111%

90% of PIs report satisfaction with programs & outreach support 90 100 111%

Support 30 faculty/student research teams 30 44 147%

There are at least 5 initiatives involving two or more GRI research
labs 5 21 420%

Reach out to at least 35 partner and student organizations to
promote positions at GRI 35 46 131%

Work with at least 33% of students from disciplines outside
government, economics, international relations, and public policy 33 37 112%

Invite participation from at least one female or one person of color
on every hiring committee 100 100 100%

3. Collaborate with Internal & External Partners

Connect research labs with 20 potential internal or external partners 20 52 260%

Formally partner with 30 or more external partners (community
partners, funders, data-sharing agreements, etc.) 30 79 263%

Meet or exceed W&M SWAM targets, working with Procurement to
identify vendors who can meet our needs.

No data
available
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60% of PIs report satisfaction with university research administration 60 61 102%

4. Produce Applied Research 0%

Place 10 or more Summer Fellows to conduct applied research 10 14 140%

Labs and affiliates produce 65 working papers, conference papers,
peer-reviewed articles, etc. 65 76 117%

Labs and affiliates publish 25 peer-reviewed articles 25 50 200%

Labs and affiliates produce 20 working papers, conference papers,
peer-reviewed articles, etc. that are co-authored with students 20 21 105%

Lab and affiliate data is accessed and/or downloaded 15000 times 15000 25464 170%

Labs and affiliates run 15 data collection operations (e.g., surveys,
in-depth interviews) 15 37 247%

5. Share Insights with Those who Make & Shape Policy 0%

Grow number of successful newsletter sends by 0.1 10% 10.02% 100%

Grow Twitter followers by 0.25 25% 42.95% 172%

Grow Facebook followers by 0.05 5% 1.03% 21%

Grow LinkedIn followers by 0.25 25% 37.37% 149%

Grow Instagram followers by 0.4 40% 67.91% 170%

Write or place at least 10 articles on W&M News, Advancement
News, or in the Alumni Magazine 10 13 130%

GRI Researchers receive 800 citations to research outputs funded or
otherwise supported by GRI 800 3042 380%

Labs and GRI earn 350 media hits (to include features and data
citations) 350 805 230%

GRI Labs and research affiliates earn 20 bylined media placements 20 28 140%

GRI Research affiliates/labs conduct 50 briefings with practitioners
and policymakers 50 54 108%

6. Attract Resources 0%

GRI Researchers submit 25 grant/contract proposals to external
funders 25 52 208%

Number of unique researchers who submit grants/contract
proposals through GRI 12 13 108%

GRI Researchers win 4000000 in awards $4,000,000 $5,224,633 131%

GRI Researchers generate 200000 in IDC back to GRI $200,000 $228,395 114%

GRI Researchers receive philanthropic gifts from 400 individual
donors 400 472 118%

GRI and research labs receives 300000 in philanthropic gifts $300,000 $471,000 157%
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GRI Researchers achieve 50% donor retention 50 64 128%

GRI maintains 24 months of financial reserves 24 24 100%

Active funding partnerships with 20 or more external agencies,
bureaus, foundations, etc. 20 21 105%

E. FY22 Research Labs
AMERICAN BOSNIAN COLLABORATION

The American Bosnian Collaboration (ABC) project brings together W&M and Bosnian students
to foster cross-cultural understanding and build skills that empower the youth of Bosnia.
Students work in cross-cultural teams with faculty mentors at W&M and the University of
Sarajevo to test different educational approaches to teaching English and skills for
communicating effectively across cultures, for thinking critically, and for taking action to improve
their communities. The impact of ABC’s research is multiplied by Bosnian student teachers who
bring lessons from our research into formal classrooms, where they educate the next generation
of youth, and by W&M students who bring collaborative research skills into their careers. ABC’s
current funding comes from GRI and other units on campus, with support from a small number
of external donations and dedicated alumni.

AIDDATA

AidData is the Institute’s largest and best-known project. It tracks underreported financial flows
(including Chinese activity), conducts surveys of development policy leaders, and combines
satellite imagery with other large datasets to evaluate project effectiveness. AidData is unique
among the Institute projects as it maintains its own partnerships and communications team that
pursues grants, develops media contacts, and produces sophisticated communications outputs.
In addition to a prolific social media presence and regular peer-reviewed journal articles,
AidData routinely has its work cited in elite media outlets. AidData’s funding comes primarily
through external grants and contracts, but it also receives support from W&M for three senior
research positions.

AFRICA RESEARCH CENTER

The Africa Research Center is a research center that addresses some of the biggest
development challenges facing countries in sub-Saharan Africa. Research streams focus on the
impact of the mobile phone revolution; the origins and consequences of spatial inequality; the
causes of armed conflict; the links between gender, health, and development; and the
educational benefits of sport-for-development programs. It has good local partnerships and a
solid track record of securing grant funding from leading organizations. In addition to conducting
applied research, ARC serves a convening function for W&M students, faculty, and alumni who
live, work, or study in Africa. ARC’s funding primarily comes from external grants, as well as
from a small number of private donations.

BLOCKCHAIN LAB

The Blockchain Lab is a collaboration between W&M’s Alan B. Miller Entrepreneurship Center
and W&M's Global Research Institute. The Lab’s goals are to: establish a W&M blockchain
community, prototype technology and data solutions in the blockchain space, provide leadership
on blockchain challenges identified through partner networks, convene experts to meet, and
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explore solutions, and grow a diverse talent pipeline by designing a set of new courses,
integrating blockchain content into the existing curriculum, and providing hands-on research and
consulting experience through capstones and clinics. It has received small grants from the
private sector and has several grant proposals pending.

DIGITAL INCLUSION AND GOVERNANCE LAB

The Digital Inclusion & Governance Lab is a research lab at William & Mary’s Global Research
Institute. DIG Lab undertakes rigorous, policy-relevant research on the impact of digital
technologies on society, politics, and the economy. DIG Lab researchers employ a range of
methodological tools, from randomized-controlled trials to textual analysis, combined with novel
data collection, to better understand how to increase digital inclusion and leverage digital tools
to maximize societal benefits. Its primary research areas are: bridging the digital divide;
digitization, text-as-data, and governance; and interoperable payments and financial inclusion.
DIG Lab is supported by research grants from the NSF, Gates Foundation, and IPA and is in
early conversations with private companies in the global telecoms industry.

IGNITE

Ignite, based at the Global Research Institute and in collaboration with the Department of Health
Sciences, works with policy makers who are allocating public health resources such as vaccines
and malaria bed nets. These resources are limited, so we shine a light on where they are
needed the most. Our approach improves decision making by integrating community partners
with aggregated data and methods from public health, economics, and geography. This
produces a roadmap for clearer and better decision-making that enables better health
outcomes.

INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE LAB

The International Justice Lab brings together faculty and students from across the United States
to conduct collaborative research on human rights, transitional justice, and international law and
courts. IJL aims to produce high-quality social science research that is relevant to policymakers,
practitioners, and civil society advocates. The lab has successfully translated its peer-reviewed
research into essays that contribute to contemporary public policy questions in the United
States and around the world. IJL is currently being supported by internal GRI funds.

NUKELAB

The NukeLab explores questions in nuclear security, proliferation, and deterrence. Ongoing
research projects at NukeLab include: assessing proliferation risk, mapping the nuclear
nonproliferation regime, and analyzing the past and future of nuclear proliferation. GRI has
helped NukeLab to support a speaker series linked to a COLL course that brings scholars and
practitioners to campus and has sponsored a book workshop on nuclear proliferation.
NukeLab’s funding relies on external grants from private foundations.
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PROJECT ON INTERNATIONAL PEACE & SECURITY

The Project on International Peace and Security is an undergraduate think tank. Each year,
seven research fellows produce policy white papers offering novel solutions to under-discussed
security issues. Fellows work with practitioners in the military and intelligence communities and
are supported by a student research intern. Students present their work to a variety of
practitioner audiences, including representatives from the military, the intelligence community,
and Congress. The students do not produce datasets with ongoing data, but their individual
projects could be of interest to government agencies or corporate sponsors. PIPS receives
financial support from private gifts from its intensely loyal alums.

TEACHING, RESEARCH, AND INTERNATIONAL POLICY PROJECT

Teaching, Research, and International Policy (TRIP) Project describes and explains the
discipline of international relations and how research and teaching shape and are shaped by
politics and policy. TRIP employs surveys of scholars, policymakers, journalists, think tank staff,
and members of the public to understand the sentiments and behavior of these different groups.
Its expansive survey sample frame and strong reputation allow it to produce snapshots of expert
opinion on a variety of contemporary foreign policy issues. Its Journal Article Database codifies
the written discipline of the field. TRIP has a track record of external grants and contracts from
private foundations as well as some initial forays into IP monetization, selling space on its
flagship survey, and the sale/licensing of its data.
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